
APPENDIX G 
Date Time Officer Notes 
09/11/2012 22:36 Kristie 

Ashenden 
Call on police radio re: overcrowding. We arrived on scene and there were anywhere from 500 youths in Rye Lane 
trying to gain access to the premises. An 18th b’ day party had been booked for 300 guests on closed invite on 
Facebook, however it was leaked publicly on Facebook and several hundred people turned up. Spoke to DPS Michael 
Smith. He said he had a Jazz night planned on 1st floor. Stu made several announcements over the police van 
loudspeaker, advising people to leave the area. Michael Smith admitted that his security did not handle the situation 
well. Spoke to the parents of the girls whose 18th party it was. Inspector Mark Lavin from the police was overseeing 
everything. We went inside to check that the premises were not overcrowded – the party was on 2nd floor, with 
maybe 100 people? Not crowded at all. Very hot. 2nd room at the back very quiet, not many people at all. 12 door 
staff on this evening. Photos taken 

09/11/2012 23:54 Kristie 
Ashenden 

On our way out PC Whythe searched a white male suspected of having cannabis 

10/11/2012 00:00 Kristie 
Ashenden 

Inspector Lavin said no one else was allowed into the premises. We waited for the youths to disperse 

02/12/2012 02:30 Wesley 
McArthur 

As FRC and I approached the premises from Blenheim Grove we noted 2 security / steward staff by the passage way 
that leads to the premises from Rye Lane. One of the security staff was an IC3 male the other was an IC3 female. A 
number of people were entering and exiting the passage. I approached the security staff and asked if the premises 
were still open, the IC3 male stated that it was. I ID’d myself and asked to speak to the manager. I was lead to the 
courtyard area to the front of the premises. The courtyard was very busy with approx.’ 25 people smoking, drinking 
and socialising. The pay desk and security hub was located in the courtyard. I spoke to the licensee & DPS, Saija 
Kamarainen (SK). I asked SK what time the premises were going to shut, SK stated ‘around 4am’. I asked if the 2nd 
floor was being used, SK confirmed that it was. I advised SK that under licence number 832624 (a copy of which I 
produced to her) that the premises should be shut by 02:00. SK stated that she had been granted a new licence 
allowing licensable activities until 06:00. I advised SK that the 6am licence should only be used once the works 
required by conditions on the licence had been complete. SK stated that the works required had taken place and 
invited me to inspect them. As the works required included soundproofing I explained that a member of the council’s 
EPT would inspect the works at a later date. SK stated that the licence had been issued already. SK couldn’t produce 
either of the licences issued in respect of the premises. A regular promotion (“Soul Train”) was taking place on the 
first floor of the premises. The second floor had been hired for an external promotion. The third floor of the premises 
was not in use. Both the1st and 2nd floors were very busy. I asked SK how she monitored capacities on each floor. SK 
stated that she used a wristband system whereby certain types of wristband admit entry to certain floors. Neither SK 
nor her security staff could provide current numbers of customers on either floor. I estimated that there were 250 



people on the first floor and 200 on the second floor. I advised SK that counting devices should be used as follows: 1 
for in, 1 for out on each floor, that the counters are colour coded for each floor so they cannot be mixed up, that only 
one person at a time is responsible for1 set (pair) of counters on each floor. Breaches of the following conditions were 
noted: 156 – The staff log at the premises was not in use.162 – Security inspections of the premises had been 
undertaken288 – The time code on the CCTV was 27 minutes fast290 – The hand held metal detector was not in use 
and had been left in the office298 – There was no signage displayed re’ the search policy at the premises. The anti 
drug signage was obscured by a door that was secured open.312 – There was no evidence that persons re-entering 
the premises were being searched.313 ‘c’ – Customers were being allowed to drink in the courtyard341 ‘a’ & 342 ‘b’ – 
Not all north facing windows were closed. At least1 north facing window contained a broken pain of glass. In addition 
to the above the below was noted in regards to the following conditions: 341 ‘b’ – Floor standing fans were being 
used to cool the venue. With the amount of customers on each floor at the time of the inspection the level of cooling 
was barely acceptable; however in summer the current cooling arrangements will not be sufficient. 342 ‘d’ – On the 
2nd Floor sound attenuation was in place via compressor. I spoke to a sound engineer who explained that the PA 
system on the 2nd floor had been hired in specifically for the event taking place and that he was in charge of the PA 
system and was working at the premises on that night only (he is not a regular employee at the premises). The sound 
engineer stated that the sound check in regards to the PA system had taken place at 22:00 that night, but that the 
compressor had not been set in conjunction with any type of external reference. I advised the engineer that should he 
work there again that an external reference should be used when deciding the control settings of the compressor (or 
similar) in regards to PA systems installed at the premises. I noted drapes covering the north facing windows on both 
floors. I asked if the drapes were or had been made flame retardant or whether they had a suitable kite mark. SK 
stated that they were supplied by theatre supplies company and had a relevant kite mark which she showed me. The 
kite mark / fabric information stated that the drapes were flame retardant in accordance with BS5438 pt. 2. SK asked 
me to email her my suggestions /findings ASAP and to let her know the status of the licences issued in respect of the 
premises. Warning letter to follow and advisory email. NB Another licence (no. 837671) has been issued in regards to 
the premises. This licence allows licensable activities to take place at the premises until 06:00 on Friday & Saturday. 
There is no provision in the licence that states that the work as required by the licence must be inspected by the local 
authority prior to the licence being used, or that the works must be completed to the satisfaction of the local 
authority. As I only had a copy of licence no. 832624 I suggest another inspection of the premises to verify adherence 
to the further conditions contained in licence no. 837671. BS5438 pt. 2 is the correct standard that the drapery at the 
premises should meet. 

07/12/2012 21:10 Tracy 
McCarthy 

At 21:10 hours CLF Gallery – stumbled across the back entrance whilst doing a recci for the churches. Setting up for a 
gig. Advised that the rear doors will be closed, being used to get equipment into the premises. 



09/12/2012 02:25 Roy Fielding Met Sajia who was using the first floor. The room was very hot and there was no ventilation in the room. Sajia told us 
that someone is booked in for next year to sort the issue out. Farhad will be serving an improvement notice for the 
works to be carried out. All other floors were not being used. Saija complained re last refuge who had a private party 
that was making a lot of noise. We investigated (see last refuge for report) 

15/12/2012 01:20 Roy Fielding Met Mickey Smith and carried out revisit. Fully compliant except not using metal detectors during checks. Mickey 
showed us the detectors and instructed his door staff to use them. Will check again on Saturday. 

22/12/2012 23:10 Roy Fielding Visited premises and met Mickey Smith. Mickey informed us it was staff party on level 1 & 2. I asked him if I could take 
a photo of each of the sound limiters for Sarah which he agreed to. He also informed me that the premises would be 
closed until the 5th Jan. He also said that there was not a SLD on the 3rd floor as it is theatre. 

18/01/2013 22:30 Roy Fielding Met manager Kirsty and spoke re trade waste issue. Kirsty said that they have a contract with Biffa who collect at the 
rear of the premises on Thursdays. She said that they check at the front for glasses etc. and would make more of an 
effort following the complaint. 

08/02/2013 21:50 Jayne Tear 8/2/2013 21:50 JMT & NVD 
From: Tear, Jayne Sent: 11 February 2013 19:15 
To: 'Emma.Hart@met.pnn.police.uk' 
Cc: IAN CLEMENTS (ian.clements@met.police.uk);'Graham.White4@met.police.uk'; Franklin, David Subject: 
RE: Thefts in Licensed Premises 

Dear Emma, 

I called both of the numbers below in Friday 8th February at 19:15/19:16hrs to see if the SNT may want to visit with 
me. I did not get a reply so left a message. I visited the CLF Art Cafe (bussey bar) on the same night at 21:50hrsand 
spoke to Saija Kamerainen the DPS, With regards to your concerns below. There were 2 SIA door supervisors at front 
of house one inside and three more inside the courtyard at the time of my visit. Saija said that they pick up a lot of 
mobiles and lost belongings (which they have on site), she said that people just drop them and they are found in the 
premises when they clear up later. She was wondering why the people that have lost their belongings don't contact 
the club. Saija will be happy to meet with your officers to discuss. Maybe some of the people that have reported lost 
property to you maybe able to get it back. If the property is not lost and it is theft I can arrange to visit together 
during the day with the licensee's if someone from your team would like to speak to them personally, if not maybe Ian 
Clements/Graham White and I can visit together. Please let me know and I will arrange. I then visited The Clock Tower 
(Peckham Palais) at 22:37hrs on the same night for the same reasons, however it was closed. I will forward this to the 
team working next weekend, 



 
 
   With kindest regards 

 
Jayne 
Principal Licensing Officer 
020 7525 0396 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
From: Emma.Hart@met.pnn.police.uk [mailto:Emma.Hart@met.pnn.police.uk] 
Sent: 08 February 2013 16:42 
To: Ian.Clements@met.police.uk; Keith.Dempster@met.police.uk; Tear, Jayne 
Cc: Lakoja, Ninilola; Linda.Upton@met.police.uk 
Subject: Thefts in Licensed Premises 

Jayne, Ian and Keith, 

Are you able to assist in any way with this? We are getting a lot of theft generated from the Peckham Palais and the 
Bussey Bar. Are you able to speak with the managers re’ this? If not please can you provide me with any details of the 
managers of the premises? We do not have this problem with any of the other licensed premises -there are clearly 
security issues at both venues. Let me know, 

 
Emma Dickinson PS 109 MD 
The Lane SNT 
Work:- 020 7161- 8324 
Mobile:-  

 
26/04/2013 23:15 Tracy 

McCarthy 
At 23:15 hours attended CLF – H&S re-visit to check on improvement notice. Whilst in attendance it was pointed out 
to Ms Saija Kamarainen that condition #352 was being breeched ‘No open containers of alcohol or any other drink 
shall be taken o/s of the premises’ Saija said she will keep on top of it and advised her SIA supervisors. Verbal warning 
given. 

11/05/2013 19:20 Roy Fielding Carried out poster check for a new application for the Bussey Building. Spoke to door staff re CLF. They explained that 
they were expecting around 100 people tonight. 

24/08/2013 19:40 Dave Swaby Visit with Sarah Newman, the premises was in the process of closing. No actions taken. 
24/05/2014 21:15 Farhad 

Chowdhury 
Visited this premises by accident seen people taking in cases of alcohol. Met Sajia Kamarainen from CLF Arts cafe, says 
they have a TENS tonight Roy checked on his phone it came us as the REFUGE and not Basement A.  Concerned about 

mailto:Emma.Hart@met.pnn.police.uk
mailto:Emma.Hart@met.pnn.police.uk
mailto:Linda.Upton@met.police.uk


 
 
   the low ceiling in the premises and lack of water and washing facilities, and no WC's also there is a lack of ventilation 

in the premises. Have a Vinyl 45's night tonight. Says will apply for a licence soon, will be running as a record shop. 
Sajia home address is 62a Choumert road SE15 4AX Tens seen from 24/5/14 to 25/5/14 – 2200 - 0600hrs. Carried out 
a Health and Safety Inspection left report. Advised to apply for licence. 

25/05/2014 01:52 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Long queues outside on rye lane. 

30/05/2014 19:58 
t 

Kristie 
Ashenden 

Basement A 133 Copeland Rd revisit for H&S. En route stopped @ on Blenheim Grove. 
Fake hair extensions everywhere, FRC advised to clean up & we will pass to Env-enforcement. Basement bar closed, to 
revisit later 

31/05/2014 01:01 Kristie 
Ashenden 

Big crowds outside, appear to be students. Once through security another queue of 30-40 people waiting to get 
through. We had a look at the basement bar with Martin Drogosz, who said he was the manager. Asked to see the 
TEN. He was unable to produce it, however we found it online. Martin said the capacity of CLF was 900 and the 
basement bar is limited to 150. We asked security for the number of people in the premises. The females at the 
entrance did not have clickers or metal detectors. When asked for numbers they looked at the guestlist and 
'estimated' it to be around 450 people, but there was no way of knowing for sure. They had no idea how many people 
were on the premises. Breach of condition 307 - no clickers at the premises. Asked for personal licences, 2 staff had 
them available. Breach of 162 - no security search records available, Breach of 303 - no 696 available, Breach of 307 - 
they don't know how many people on each floor, let alone how many in entire footprint of building. Breach of 313 - 
drinks consumed outside courtyard. Breach 344 - Asked to see refusals book, not available. Breach 350 - not aware of 
need for drugs box. Breach 354 - unable to provide dispersal policy. Breach 4AI - no register produced. Breach 356 - 
no incident log. No confidence in management - as we were leaving there were a lot of people in the courtyard 
drinking 

14/06/2014 02:33 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

No queues outside all quiet 

28/06/2014 22:05 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Basement A is closed tonight. The footpath outside is badly broken and is a trip hazard needs to be repaired. 

06/07/2014 02:14 Kristie 
Ashenden 

En route to CLF Art Cafe for an H&S revisit when we encountered 3 cars going through a red light on Old Kent Rd. 
Followed them in the van to Peckham and all 3 cars were pulled up. Cars full of Nigerians going to an event, police 
spoke to them and let them go. 

06/07/2014 02:35 Kristie 
Ashenden 

Revisit with FRC and police. Courtyard is packed with people, must beat least 60-80 people outside - concerned about 
noise for residents as well as safe evacuation should there be an emergency. FRC took photos. Met with Micky Smith 
who said the basement was not open AToV however rest of premises is. 

19/07/2014 22:25 Kristie Visit with FRC to check on outstanding works re: his representation. Doorstaff said there were 34 people in AToV 



 
 
  Ashenden however there appeared to be more than that. FRC checked on basement work. At 22.54 went past in alley 

from Blenheim Grove on way to Peckham Rye station. Decks & speakers set up, crowds gathered to blaring music. 
Takeaway food shop, no licence. Report to DCM/JMT 

28/09/2014 01:52 Kristie 
Ashenden 

Hot dog man + jerk chicken set up opposite premises. TCT NTE police to assist. Adam ended up seizing jerk chicken 
BBQ. 

14/02/2015 01:25 Kristie 
Ashenden 

With Matt Bourne. Big queues outside CLF, however NTE police received a call from  there are 60 people 
outside and they are unruly. 

19/04/2015 00:59 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Evelyn carried out a food hygiene inspection, looked at records. She asked what types of foods are sold. Sajia 
explained they have a pop up food stall selling vietnamese foods. It is opened from 12-8pm,noticed there were too 
many people in the outside smoking shelter brought it to the attention of Sajia to keep an eye if it gets overcrowded 
to move people around. 

24/04/2015 02:44 Jayne Tear Visited premises to carry out a noise assessment with regards to complaint from Sarah Newman. We walked all 
around peripheral of premises. Could not hear anything that would cause a nuisance from CLF, went to nearest flats 
and could hear noise but it was from people praying on the top floor of a flat. Entered premises and Id ourselves We 
Id ourselves to the SIA and then Mr Martin Drogosz the person in charge and the sound engineer  

t. Mr Drogosz showed me his personal licence issued by Lewisham Council no. LEW3205 EXPIRY DATE 
27/1/22. I explained that there had been a noise complaint and I asked him to show me the S.Ls on each floor. He 
showed me the .S.L s and they all seemed to be working. Took Photo’s of each for Sarah. I asked if there were any 
outside promoters working tonight and he said yes. He told me the promoters for each floor are as follows: Basement 
– Caught up1st Floor – Lucid2nd Floor - Digital City (possible breach of 303 – will need to check if venue hire been 
submitted to police). On the way out I noted that a woman with a plastic glass of what looked like lager/beer. I spoke 
pointed this out to Mr Drogosz and he immediately asked the SIA to remove the beer from the woman. (breach of 
381) I thanked them for their assistance and we left the premises at 03:34. 

09/05/2015 22:45 Mark Orton Visited premises, full inspection, premises becoming busy atov. Contact at time of inspection was Saija Kamarainen 
DPS. SIA stewarding patrons well. ID's being checked and searches of person and bags etc. being carried out. 
Courtyard area being used by patrons to smoke. Basement bar and record store no busy but music loud, some 
breakout but low level. Theatre being used as production unit as filming taking place (live broadcast) taking place in 
the building. All paperwork in order, refused sales log (I advised signing off each log if no refusals had taken place to 
show log was being used), SIA log up to date, incident log being utilised, CCTV in operation, re' Hire Agreement 
condition 303, premises does not "dry hire" and management is always present with in house security, condition does 
not state 696 agreement so not sure what benefit this holds. Several conditions relating to sound limiters throughout 
operating schedule are confusing, even though they are being utilised and there is a sound engineer on duty at times 
the licence is in use. I advised the sound engineer carries out an external sound check re condition 366 to monitor 



 
 
   music/sound breakout during the evening due to current noise complaints despite sound insulation being installed in 

various parts of the building. This activity to be logged for inspection. In my opinion, a small reduction in music 
volume would not detract from the enjoyment of patrons but could have a big impact on local residents suffering 
disturbance as the music being played inside the premises was very loud for the size of the room the music was being 
played in. Ear plugs were available for staff and whilst carrying out inspection staff were entering the office to request 
ear plugs. Whilst leaving premises, it was noted that some of the windows could be heard vibrating suggesting that 
bass levels could be too high and depending on wind direction other music noise was also witnessed, unsure of 
whether it could be a nuisance level or not. Noted during inspection some of the conditions appeared to be 
contradictory and possibly redundant, will discuss with officer responsible. This has been brought up before with DM. 

23/05/2015 02:26 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to CLF Art Café with Sarah Newman. Premises were very busy and were observing the licensing conditions as per 
their licence. We completed a walk around of the premises on all the various floors and no issues were noted. I did 
however observe X4 patrons in the external courtyard drinking can of beer which I believe is prohibited. Advised by 
management that these patrons had taken the alcohol out into this area earlier in the night and this was not detected 
by SIA staff. Advised management that they needed to take more robust action to stop patrons drinking in this area. 

13/06/2015 02:15 Mark Orton Spoke with DPS re patrons drinking in courtyard beyond 02:00hrs.Noted 3 persons drinking from cans of beer, was 
informed that they had taken them into the courtyard before 02:00hrs and were just finishing them off.  Witnessed 
SIA using wands and searching bags etc. 

19/06/2015 23:50 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to CLF Art Café with Adam Burchett. SIA compliant at premises. Checked various floors no issues noted. Patrons 
being stopped by SIA staff from bring drinks into the courtyard area. CCTV in full operation and no compliance issues 
noted. Premises were extremely busy. 

04/09/2015 23:50 Wesley 
McArthur 

After visiting McDonald’s with Tracy McCarthy (TMM) we noted a large queue on Rye Lane leading to the entrance of 
the Bussey Building. There were approximately 110 people in the queue. I noted a D/S monitoring the queue towards 
the rear of the queue and 5 D/S’s by the entrance on Rye Lane to the Bussey Building. The area was very busy in 
general with groups of youths and young people walking about and congregating in various areas down the length of 
Rye Lane and around Bellenden Road and Blenheim Grove. I noted that many of the people were drinking alcoholic 
drinks. Most of the groups of people were conversing loudly and all appeared to be in high spirits although I didn’t 
note any ASB. We approached the entrance to the premises and I ID’d myself & TMM to an IC3 D/S. I asked him what 
event was taking place and he stated that the band ‘Odyssey’ was playing at the premises that night. He stated that 
the queue TMM and I had observed was a ticket holder / guest-list queue, that the majority of people attending were 
ticket holders and that the premises were only accepting a limited number of customers who were paying on the 
door. The D/S led us through the courtyard area to an office. Whilst walking through the courtyard area I observed 
that it was very packed with customers socialising and also customers getting searched /waiting to get searched. The 
sound level of people voices was quite loud in the courtyard. The D/S took us to the office where we met the premises 



 
 
   manager, Mickey Smith (MS). MS confirmed that the event taking place that night was the band ‘Odyssey’ playing, 

and that he was expecting a capacity crowd at the premises. MS stated that there hadn’t been any problems at the 
premises so far that night. I asked how many D/S’s were working at the premises that night and MS answered 18. I 
told MS that I’d seen people drinking in the queue and in the locale. MS stated that people were not allowed to bring 
any drinks into the premises and that any persons who appeared to be intoxicated would be turned away even if they 
were ticket holders. MS stated  that so far, to his knowledge, they hadn’t had  to turn  anyone away for being 
intoxicated. The window in the office overlooks the courtyard. The window was partially open. Customer’s voices 
from the courtyard could clearly be heard in the office and I reminded MS of recent noise complaints. MS stated that 
noise dampening measures would be installed in the courtyard ASAP and that he was still waiting to find a suitable 
smoking shelter solution. I asked MS if the number of customers on each floor was being controlled (as required by 
the licence issued in respect of the premises). MS answered that D/S’s were at the entrance to each floor at the 
premises and that they were using counting devices to ensure that the permitted number of persons per each floor 
wasn’t exceeded. I asked MS if the premises were experiencing any problems since it (and the locale) had become 
very popular over the past year or so. MS stated that NOx sellers are a big problem that he is finding hard to combat. 
MS stated that he has rung the NTET number a few times when he has noticed NOx sellers in the area but the NTET 
line was not answered. MS stated that the NOx sellers are operating in large gangs and have recently been 
intimidating to himself and D/S’s at the premises when they have tried to disperse the NOx sellers from  the 
immediate vicinity of the premises / customer queues to the premises.MS stated that they sell NOx quite openly. I 
told MS that I will report this back to NTET / Licensing. MS stated that the NOx sellers are particularly active between 
4am and 6am and that he would like to see a stronger police presence in the area between these hours to deter NOx / 
drug sellers. I conducted a walk through of the premises. There were D/S’s monitoring the numbers of customers on 
each level of the premises with counting devices. According to the counting devices no level was exceeding it’s 
permitted capacity. The premises were very busy on each level. Fans were in operation. The music was very loud on 
each level but SLDs appeared to be functioning. Toilets all in working order. Security were being through with their 
searches. No problems at the premises were noted. 

? 02:55 Richard 
Kalu 

Visited premises with Sue Hunter. No ASB issues identified outside the premises. There was a lot of discarded litter 
and evidence of nitric oxide use at the front of the premises. Entered the front courtyard of the premises and noted 
that no patrons were drinking alcohol in the front courtyard. Discussed Acoustic measures which are due to be put in 
place in the front open courtyard. I have been advised that consideration is being given to increasing the height of a 
wall in the front courtyard. Whilst I am not an acoustic specialist I have had experience of noise related complaints 
and I could not see how this measure would reduce noise nuisance currently experienced by resident's living in the 
immediate vicinity of the premises. This will however need to be assessed by EPT / noise officers to establish whether 
from the resident’s property the associated noise breakout can be regarded as a statutory noise nuisance. Checked 



 
 
   the various floors and SIA staff were not allowing patrons to vacate rooms with drinks. I also noted that the 3rd floor 

was not operational as a clubroom or a theatre. I did complete a vey simple exercise on the 2nd floor with security 
and closed the doors of the clubroom that effectively cut out all noise escape from the clubroom. I note that outside 
each clubroom on landing where there is waist height to ceiling height single pains of glass. I enquired whether they 
had ever thought about double-glazing as almost all of the noise was coming out the clubrooms and going straight out 
the window into the wider community. I do not think this has been looked into as of yet which I would imagine 
drastically reduce the noise escape as a whole for the whole building. 

05/09/2015 00:04 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Long queues outside CLF arts cafe, lots of activity looking for BBQ's none set up yet, found a man with Nitrous Oxide 
maybe selling to people going to CLF.   Adam Called NTE police and gave description of the man and to visit and 
observe rye lane and seize the Nitrous Oxide. 

05/09/2015 02:00 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Still a queue outside no BBQ some people sitting on the pavement. 

13/09/2015 01:40 Jayne Tear Blenheim Grove SE15 - Parked appx 50yds from junction with rye lane near the church. All quiet in Blenheim grove, 
however could hear shouting, laughing and screaming of patrons coming and going in an out of the CLF ART CAFÉ. The 
patrons were walking backwards and forwards across the road and congregating at the entrance observed for appx 15 
minutes. Got out of the car to visit RYE EXPRESS and noticed empty beer cans and beer bottles strewn in various 
places on the pavement. 

13/09/2015 02:10 Jayne Tear Notes to follow 
19/09/2015 01:15 Richard 

Kalu 
Request made by David Franklin to Visit. Premises visited with Farhad Chowdhury. Parked up at Bar Story. Lots of 
people milling about and drinking. On approach to CLF art cafe spotted a nitic oxide seller and called it into police. 
Quite a few people along the road singing and shouting. No noise breakout from the premises in the courtyard. They 
appeared to manage to contain the music levels to within the premises and there was minimal sound escape. The 
third floor was busy with people generally going in and out and a heavy presence of SIA staff who appeared to have 
received specific instructions to stop people taking drinks into the courtyard. Room was being used more as a 
clubroom than a theatre type room. Witnessed a number of drinks being confiscated from patrons before being 
allowed into the courtyard. When leaving the premises noted a number of discarded balloons (nitric oxide) discarded 
along the street. 

19/09/2015 23:30 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury. Nitric Oxide seller was present and mixing in with patrons waiting to gain 
entry. Informed NTE police of a IC3 male with dreadlocks wearing a beanie hat with stonewash jeans and a furry type 
olive green jumper. Nitric oxide was approaching people and some people were being quite vocal that they did not 
want the balloons.  Full complement of SIA staff on door who were carrying out searches and using wands. 



 
 

04/10/2015 03:20 Richard 
Kalu 

Full inspection carried out. Initially observed the front of premises from the vantage point of Blenheim Grove. X4 
patrons on Blenheim Grove however no ASB issues were identified. X15 patrons at the front of the premises who 
were being controlled by SIA staff. No Nitric Oxide sellers or barbecue sellers observed in the immediate vicinity of the 
premises. There was evidence of nitric Oxide use at the front of the premises with discarded silver nitric oxide bottles 
on the floor. Full inspection carried out with the operator / DPS Saija Kamarainen and head of security Yazz 
(07967666962). 3rd Floor (theatre) was not operational and we discussed the use of the third floor that it should only 
be operated as a theatre. I have been advised by Saija that she intended to go down the road of a variation of the 
licence. Saija advised that they wanted to  support the theatre but when it was not busy it still needed to  be 
operational and draw revenue and the only way to fully utilize this space was to use it as a venue room for the CLF Art 
Cafe main business. The licence is very complicated with repetition of wording of conditions which in some respects in 
not enforceable. Saija advised me that she has trouble understanding the licence in respect of what she should and 
should not be doing. I advised her that legally it was her responsibility and as a responsible operator to gain an 
understanding of the licence and to ensure that she was compliant. Security also confirmed that the licence is causing 
problems as it is very complicated to understand. I reiterated again that they needed to gain an understanding and if 
there were any issues with the understanding of the wording of the conditions to use this opportunity to discuss with 
me now. On my initial entry into the premises I noted that no patrons were drinking in the front courtyard of the 
premises. There was a very visible presence of SIA security at the entrance and in the front courtyard. I made 
comment and Saija volunteered that there had been issues about the wording on the licence conditions about the 
operation of the front courtyard. Saija advised me that to avoid confusion security had now been advised not to allow 
any patrons to enter the front courtyard with drinks past 01:30hrs which could clearly now be seen to be a measure 
which had been implemented. Sound Limiters checked and all fully operational. I went through the licence with Saija 
and the head of security and the breaches found relate to dispersal policy condition 354. No breach was witnessed in 
relation to 313 drinking in the front courtyard. SIA were using the metal wand detector. I witnessed SIA staff actively 
stopping patrons vacating any rooms with drinks which was encouraging and it was a zero tolerance approach to this 
i.e. one warning then the alcohol was being confiscated. The inspection took a long time however it's clear that some 
work needs to be done on the licence with a full variation to tidy up the licence. Signage was up and could clearly be 
seen. I have advised them that they could do with some more updated signage. CCTV was operational and no issues 
identified. I gave words of advice in relation to dispersal policy and have asked that this is done as a matter of priority. 
Also Saija has confirmed that staff will now be deployed to come out the premises at the end of the night and sweep 
up and pick up discarded litter in the immediate proximity to the premises which should hopefully address some of 
the complaints received by residents about litter. I asked about outside promoters and it appears that they do on 
occasion have external promoters. Saija confirmed that they do have a venue hire agreement arrangement in place 
and it may be worthwhile discussing with the police to see if they have received any 696 forms. 



 
 

10/10/2015 22:02 Wesley 
McArthur 

Visit with Ken Dale (KD). Waist height barriers were in place heading south on Rye Lane from the entrance of the 
premises but there was nobody queuing to get in the premises. I saw 4 IC3 D/S’s at the entrance (on Rye Lane) to the 
premises. We didn’t observe any ASB in respect of the premises or groups of people congregating near the premises. 

17/10/2015 00:35 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Hundreds of people in queues on rye lane waiting to go in. We looked for nitrous oxide sellers and BBQs nobody 
around today. 

23/10/2015 22:34 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

All quiet some people are queuing up. 

31/10/2015 22:55 Wesley 
McArthur 

Visit to the premises with Adam Burchett (AB). I saw 4 D/S’s by the entrance to premises on Rye Lane. Waist height 
police barriers were in use heading south down Rye Lane from the entrance to the premises. There were approx.’ 15 
people queuing to enter the premises behind the barriers. I didn’t observe any ASB in the vicinity of CLF. 

08/11/2015 02:23 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Hundreds of people outside in the smoking area and the space outside rye wax, some with drinks in their hands.  Very 
crowded in the alleyway some staff were at the far end near staircase B. People had glasses and Beer cans in their 
hands, people noise and music audible outside. The have not carried out any noise control works yet. Met head door 
man Ade, security could not manage the crowd they have no control. Ade told us when the DJ changes and set 
changes people come out and change rooms as they get bored and this causes the big crowds outside. After we 
advised him of the no drinks after 2am he took drinks off peoples hands, still busy we left at 2:38hrs. 

22/11/2015 01:50 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Open no queues, looking for nitrous oxide sellers, none found. 

22/11/2015 22:12 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Queues opening not busy yet 

05/12/2015 01:00 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Sarah Newman. Entered the premises and discussed people noise and courtyard area with head 
door supervisor as management were dealing with an issue. 3rd floor not in operation drinks were not being taken 
out into the courtyard area. Sarah inspected the new Acoustic measures put in place in the front courtyard. We 
carried out some monitoring from the other side of the new acoustic built up area overlooking the courtyard and no 
music could be heard escaping from the premises. Discussed nitric oxide sellers and were advised that SIA staff are 
actively discouraging nitric oxide sellers from operating near their premises. Head of security has asked if there could 
be some police presence to deter the nitric oxide sellers. 

02/01/2016 23:31 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Premises open, nobody in the queue very quiet. 

27/02/2016 03:30 Richard 
Kalu 

Observations of premises in relation to front courtyard and no alcohol being consumed by patrons. Condition being 
adhered to and enforced by SIA staff at the premises. No nitric oxide sellers located outside the front of the premises. 

28/02/2016 1:37 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

All quiet nobody outside 



 
 

05/03/2016 01:30 Richard 
Kalu 

Compliance check with Farhad Chowdhury. No nitric oxide sellers were located at the front of the premises. SIA staff 
were visibly patrolling the line of patrons waiting to gain entry and advising patrons that they should refrain from 
buying nitric oxide. 

06/03/2016 1:32 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

CLF arts cafe all quiet, no issues. 

12/03/2016 22:45 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

All quiet, not many people in the queue, checked for BBQ none at the moment. 

23/04/2016 03:20 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to CLF art cafe with John Uzodinma. X3 nitric oxide sellers located at the front of the premises. I identified myself 
to one of the sellers and advised him that I worked for licensing and that he needed to move on. I also advised him 
that the police were doing a sweep and that they faced confiscation of their nitric oxide and possible arrest. They all 
moved on and I confirmed that officers routine patrol RyeLane. Also noted a barbecue seller across the road from CLF 
art cafe. Will update Adam Burchett in regards to this so that we can attempt to cease next week. 

01/05/2016 01:15 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to CLF Art Cafe. X5 SIA members of staff at entrance of the premises. We identified a barbecue seller who we 
have previously seen trading and who Adam has confiscated his barbecue across the road. Advised by Adam that he 
wanted to witness the barbecue seller. We parked up just on Blenheim Grove and observed the barbecue seller 
cooking and selling to members of the public. 01:26 Call to NTE Police advising them that we would need assistance 
later to confiscate the barbecue. Advised that they would be happy to assist later. We left having arranged to return 
back later in the night with NTE police assistance. 

01/05/2016 03:10 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit with Adam Burchett and NTE Police. Barbecue confiscated. Adam to lead on potential prosecution Witness 
statement to be provided to Adam Burchett upon request. 

07/05/2016 03:15 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to CLF art cafe with Sue Hunter. When we arrived I noted that on the corner of Blenheim Grove across the road 
from CLF ART Cafe there was barbecue seller on the corner of Blenheim Grove. Upon closer inspection I noted that it 
was the same barbecue seller that had his barbecue drum lifted and confiscated by myself and Adam Burchett on the 
1/05/2016 (previous weekend).Myself and Sue Hunter approached the barbecue seller and advised him that a van 
was coming in 10 min to pick up his van and that he needed to pack up and move on. We returned back to our car to 
observe the barbecue seller to ensure that he was packing up and moving on which he did. Whilst positioned at this 
location we observed a number of issues on Blenheim Grove that was cause for concern. There were at least 3 nitric 
oxide sellers as well as street drug dealers on the corner of Blenheim Grove. Call made to NTE Police requesting that 
they come down to Blenheim Grove to disrupt the criminal activity that was taking place. We were advised by NTE 
Police that they would visit the area shortly and concentrate their attention to Blenheim Grove / CLF Art Café. 

07/05/2016 23:53 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Looking for BBQ's, No BBQ's no Nitrous Oxide sellers tonight. 

21/05/2016 1:40 Farhad No BBQ's no Nitrous Oxide sellers outside. 



 
 
  Chowdhury  

22/05/2016 2:30 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Checked for nitrous oxide sellers none and no bbq's 

04/06/2016 02:40 Richard 
Kalu 

No barbecue seller located across the road from premise. Noted that there now appears to be increasing numbers of 
nitric oxide sellers located on across the road from CLF Art Café. Witnessed what appeared to be an exchange of 
money possibly for drugs on at least two occasions. Noted at least X7 members of the public with nitric oxide balloons 
around the general area of CLF Art café. Action: Update police in regards to the increase in nitric oxide sellers along 
rye lane with an emphasis that the nitric oxide sellers do seem to be concentrating their efforts around the CLF Art 
Café. 

18/06/2016 01:50 Richard 
Kalu 

Myself and Ken Andrews while walking past the premises were stopped by the head of security who enquired about 
the barbecue seller who was usually pitched up on Blenheim Grove. Advised that there was an outbreak of food 
poisoning amongst some the security staff that had purchased some food from the barbecue seller. Myself and Ken 
advised him that he and his staff should refrain from purchasing food from the barbecue sellers and discourage 
patrons as much as possible from doing so as well. Advice provided in relation to food hygiene by Ken Andrews. 
Discussed some of the activity which was occurring on Blenheim Grove and in close proximity to the CLF Art Café. Was 
advise that the police appear to be much more on top of things are making more frequent sweeps of the area which is 
pushing away some of the desirable elements that seemed to use the area as a destination area to engage in criminal 
activity. 

02/07/2016 03:20 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Adam Burchett. As we were coming down Rye Lane we spotted one of the persistent barbecue 
sellers and we approached him and advised him that he should not be setting up on Blenheim Groves we would 
confiscate his barbecue drum. X2 Nitric Oxide sellers were milling around who appeared to be working in partnership. 
X2 black males one with dreadlocks (6ft1 dark denim jeans white t-shirt and stone island jacket) and one with a bald 
head (5f 9 dark denim jeans white t shirt and dark blue jean jacket). Overheard part of a conversation with a customer 
and they were saying that they were about to sell out and they only had X2 cans left. CLF had full compliment of SIA 
staff at the entrance of the premises carrying out ID checks and scans of the patrons wishing to gain entry. 

11/09/2016 01:30 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

No NOx sellers outside no queues outside CLF. 

11/09/2016 02:35 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

No queues outside no NOx sellers seen all quiet outside. 

25/09/2016 03:33 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Call quiet, seen two NOx sellers they appear to be like NOx sellers had ruck sack behind them wondering up and down 
the road. Outside CLF Arts café. Called Police to inform them 



 
 

02/10/2016 02:07 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Police outside some incident at the club, met the SIA door staff says member of staff was attacked inside.  I asked to 
speak to the manager Saija we went upstairs where we met Saija and the barmaid named Beverly who was attacked. 
Police have arrested 2 guys and 2 girls who are all suspects, apparently the barmaid was manning the doors inside and 
some argument broke out and a customer kicked Beverly in the stomach repeatedly it was unprovoked attack. She 
looked badly shaken and was resting in the managers office. I asked her is she was okay as she did look very shaken. I 
called our NTE team to report the incident there was no answer on their phones. 

08/10/2016 02:20 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

No queues outside, nobody outside just door staff. 

22/10/2016 00:40 Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Natasha Donoghue. Full walk around the site and no issues were identified. The 2nd floor 
theatre room was not operational ATOV. No drinks were being allowed out into the main courtyard area of the 
premises. All patrons were being searched upon entry into the premises. X5 Female SIA staff were counted on site. 
Advised by one of the SIA staff that they have DJ Tim Westwood performing next week at the premises and they will 
be drafting in an extra attachment of SIA staff to ensure that no issues arise at the event. 

05/11/2016 00:03 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Very long queues outside no NOx sellers. 

  23/12/2016   00:25  Farhad 
  Chowdhury 

  Closed tonight   

12/02/2017 02:30 Farhad 
Chowdhury 

Quiet, four people outside 

 




